It all requires a change in perception.
Adults tend to focus only on behavior.
We are working so hard because we have it backwards,
so we need to change the state first and change the
behavior second.

Did you know?

What Brain State Am I In?

Our Behavior Dictates their Behavior
The Impact of Mirror Neurons

Directions

Inner Turmoil = Hurtfulness

Inner Peace
= Helpfulness
Take turns reading
and/or
acting out scenarios. The person to the reader’s
left identifies the brain state and the question that state is asking.
To permanently change behavior

Change perception from negative intent to positive intent

WithChange
a scowl,
throw book on floor.
emotional state from upset to calm
2. “I suggest
we take
turns
sharing
ourreacting
ideas.”
Change response
to trigger
by responding
rather than
3. Cross
arms,
lookintelligence
down, turn away with a “huh” sound.
The key
to emotional
The key to emotional intelligence is knowing what you are feeling at the time it is happening.
4. “It’s not fair! How come I have to clean up for the whole table?”
"Active Calming"
5. “I’mTeaching
goingourselves
to write
myself
athe
note
I remember
to visit the website.”
and coaching
others in
skill ofso
“Active
Calming."
it’s done
6. GoHow
under
the table and hide.
Conscious Discipline is an Adult FIRST model – you MUST “walk your talk”
7. “It’s your
fault we’re going to be late! You never get ready in time!”
8. StandDiscipline
up, stamp
feet and wave arms with closed fists in a tantrum.
yourself first and your children second … Be a S.T.A.R
9. “You’ll never learn this, you’re too stupid.” Anger Reflection Activity
Hit “pause”
needed,
breathe
thenyours?”
hit “play”
10.Pick up
a penwhen
and
say,
“Is and
this
1.

®
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It all requires a change in perception.
Adults tend to focus only on behavior.
We are working so hard because we have it backwards,
so we need to change the state first and change the
behavior second.

Did you know?

What Brain State Am I In?

Our Behavior Dictates their Behavior
The Impact of Mirror Neurons
Inner Turmoil = Hurtfulness

Brain StateInner Peace = Helpfulness

Question

To permanently change behavior

What can I
learn?

Change perception from negative intent to positive intent
Executive
State
Change emotional state from upset to calm
Prefrontal
Lobes
Change response
to trigger by responding rather than reacting

The key to emotional intelligence
44
The key to emotional intelligence is knowing what you are feeling at the time it is happening.
"Active Calming"
Teaching ourselves and coaching others in the skill of “Active Calming."

Emotional State
How it’s done
Limbic
System
Conscious Discipline

®

Am I loved?

is an Adult FIRST model – you MUST “walk your talk”

Discipline yourself first and your children second … Be a S.T.A.R

Survival State
Hit “pause” when needed, breathe and then hit “play”
Brain Stem

Am I safe?

Anger Reflection Activity
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